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Common Core State Standards Grade 8 Connected Mathematics 2, Grade 8 Units Connected Mathematics (CMP) is a field-tested and research-validated program that focuses on a few big ideas at each grade level. Students explore these ideas in depth, thereby developing deep understanding of key ideas that they carry from one grade to the next. The sequencing of topics from grade to grade, the result of lengthy fieldtesting and validation, helps to ensure the development of students’ deep mathematical understanding and strong problem-solving skills. By the end of grade 8, CMP students will have studied all of the content and skills in the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for middle grades (Grades 6-8). The sequence of content and skills in CMP2 varies in some instances from that in the CCSS, so in collaboration with the CMP2 authors, Pearson has created a set of investigations for each grade level to further support and fully develop students’ understanding of the CCSS. The authors are confident that the CMP2 curriculum supplemented with the additional investigations at each grade level will address all of the content and skills of the CCSS, but even more, will contribute significantly to advancing students’ mathematical proficiency as described in the Mathematical Practices of the CCSS. Through the in-depth exploration of concepts, students become confident in solving a variety of problems with flexibility, skill, and insightfulness, and are able to communicate their reasoning and understanding in a variety of ways. The following alignment of the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics ( June 2, 2010 release) to Pearson’s Connected Mathematics 2 (CMP2) ©2009 program includes the supplemental investigations that complete the CMP2 program. These supplemental investigations will be available this fall from your Pearson Prentice Hall Account Representative.



CCSS Mathematical Practices and CMP2 The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) articulate a set of Mathematical Practices that have been central to the development of the Connected Mathematics Project (CMP) materials from their inception. CMP focuses on developing mathematical situations that give students opportunities to incorporate the mathematical practices into their ways of thinking and reasoning.
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IMPLEMENTING THE COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS



The chart that follows highlights the opportunities these materials create to make the Mathematical Practices a reality for students. It explains how CMP supports the development of the Mathematical Practices and provides some examples of how each standard for Mathematical Practices is embedded in the CMP materials. Standards for Mathematical Practices 1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. This goal is fundamental to the CMP approach. CMP is a problem-centered curriculum. To be effective, problems must embody critical concepts and skills and have the potential to engage students in making sense of mathematics. Students build understanding by reflecting, connecting, and communicating. The problems themselves are developed to be engaging to students and to support these practices. The contexts of the problems support the development of students’ mathematical reasoning abilities and understanding. The demands of the problems lead students into thinking and reasoning about problem contexts and the mathematics needed to solve the problems embedded in the contexts. The questions in the problems provide the scaffolding needed for students to engage with the context and to make progress on solving the problem. The CMP teacher materials give suggestions to help teachers develop classroom cultures in which students learn to engage in mathematics discourse and articulate their reasoning and solution strategies around problems. Practice in the Applications, Connections, and Extensions problems assures that all students are given opportunities to develop successful practices for engaging with a new problem situation. Throughout program; for examples see: Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 2); Say It With Symbols (Inv. 3); Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 3, 4); Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 1, 2); Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 4); The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 4); Samples and Populations (Inv. 1); Frogs, Fleas, and Painted Cubes (Inv. 1) 2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. CMP provides help to teachers in creating classroom environments where students have opportunities to “talk” mathematics, to engage in mathematical arguments, and to grow in their ability to persevere in solving problems. These environments promote the acquisition of mathematical language and mathematical ways of reasoning that are the underpinning of both abstract and quantitative mathematical reasoning. A key to establishing such classrooms at this level is the teacher’s commitment to developing a classroom culture in which explanation of one’s thinking and reasoning is an expectation at all times. In order to support the building of such classroom norms, the problems students engage with need to capture students’ interest and systematically push students to higher levels of thinking. This has always been at the forefront of the authors’ problem development. A growing body of evidence from the cognitive sciences shows that students make sense of mathematics if concepts and skills are embedded within a context or problem. This research is a cornerstone for developing the problem situations in CMP. Throughout program; for examples see: Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 3); Say It With Symbols (Inv. 5); Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 3, 4); Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 1); Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 2); The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 5); Samples and Populations (Inv. 2); Frogs, Fleas, and Painted Cubes (Inv. 4)
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Standards for Mathematical Practices 3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. A classroom environment in which students expect to explain the reasoning that led to the solution they put forth changes mathematics from the dreaded subject it is for many students to a subject that makes sense and provides challenges that students are willing to undertake. Every module in CMP provides problems that help create such an environment. The teacher guides provide questions for teachers to use as they work to create a classroom culture that focuses on argument and critique as a part of making sense of and solving mathematical problems. Reasoning and justification are central to all three grade levels—6, 7, and 8. However, the sophistication of the problem situations and mathematical discussions around the problem solutions grows over the grades. The teacher materials provide help for teachers in creating classroom norms that establish expectations around classroom mathematical discourse. The lens the authors used in creating and critiquing problems in the curriculum is the following: A problem must have important, useful mathematics embedded in it; investigation of the problem should contribute to students’ conceptual development of important mathematical ideas; work on the problem should promote skillful use of mathematics; and problems should create opportunities for teachers to assess what students are learning. Problems at all grade levels are developed to promote opportunities to construct mathematical arguments and to critique other students’ solutions and strategies. Throughout program; for examples see: Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 2 p. 30); Say It With Symbols (Inv. 4 p. 71); Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 2, p. 47); Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 1); Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 5 p. 58); The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 3); Samples and Populations (Inv. 2 p. 46); Frogs, Fleas, and Painted Cubes (Inv. 3, 4) 4. Model with mathematics. In grades 6, 7, and 8, CMP engages students in learning to construct, make inferences from, and interpret concrete symbolic, graphic verbal, and algorithmic models of mathematical relationships in problem situations as well as translating information from one model to another. Building a standard set of mathematical modeling tools begins in grade 6 and continues to grow in sophistication throughout grades 7 and 8. The basic set of modeling tools in CMP are number strips, number lines, squares, diagrams, graphs, tables, equations, functions, and technological supports such as calculators and computers. Partitioning squares, strips, and lines support students’ insight into rational numbers and rational number computation. Diagrams help students model a problem situation and determine whether a solution is correct. Graphs are fundamental to understanding equations and functions. Students explore the relationships among members of a set of functions such as linear, quadratic, and exponential through graph models and algebraic models. These models give students insight into the overall behavior of a particular kind of function and allow students to make comparisons between functions. In data analysis, additional models are introduced that give opportunities for students to experience a different kind of reasoning—one based on seeing and reporting trends, anomalies, outliers, and other aspects of the data as it is displayed in various representations. Statistical thinking and reasoning is extremely important to everyone in our society. Making decisions, understanding survey data, reading newspaper reports, and being a savvy consumer are all enhanced by developing tools for analyzing and interpreting statistical claims that are ubiquitous in our society. CMP provides a substantive data analysis module at each grade level. Throughout program; for examples see: Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 4); Say It With Symbols (Inv. 1); Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 1, 3); Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 1, 3); Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 2); The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 1); Samples and Populations (Inv. 3); Frogs, Fleas, and Painted Cubes (Inv. 4)
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IMPLEMENTING THE COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS



Standards for Mathematical Practices 5. Use appropriate tools strategically. CMP chose a small set of tools as the primary vehicles for exploring problem situations. Students use these tools to gain insight into situations, to compute, and to represent relationships in tables, graphs, and spreadsheets. Students use calculators in many ways: to compute, to check their thinking, to explore possibilities, to see whether an approach makes sense, and to use the graphing capability to examine functions to see how they behave – what is common and what is different in the behavior of classes of functions. In addition, students use tools such as polystrips, plastic two-dimensional shapes, and three-dimensional shapes to explore mathematics. The polystrips allow students to explore the rigidity of triangle forms and the lack of rigidity of square forms. The two-dimensional shapes support many kinds of mathematical explorations. For example, students explore the question of what shape has the greatest area when built from a given number of squares. Graphing tools have become essential in classrooms to give students support in engaging with mathematics both in exploratory ways to “see into a problem situation” and to find solutions to problems. Through out grades 6, 7, and 8, students are encouraged to determine the reasonableness of answers by using “benchmarks” to estimate measures and other strategies to approximate a calculation and to compare estimates. Throughout program; for examples see: Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 1, 2, 3); The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 2, 3); Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 1, 5); Say It With Symbols (Unit Project pp. 85–86); Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 1, 3) 6. Attend to precision. As students transition from elementary programs into CMP, a key goal is learning to “talk” mathematics using precise terms and definitions. The clarity of a student’s thinking is dependent on the student’s precise understanding of mathematical language. CMP is judicious in supporting the use of mathematical language. The key mathematical goals determine which important mathematical terms, definitions, and ways of thinking and reasoning are highlighted. Student books include mathematical definitions that are student-friendly. For example, the definition of congruent figures is: Two figures are congruent if one is the image of the other under a translation, a reflection, a rotation, or some combination of these transformations. The goal is to develop students’ facility in talking mathematics at an appropriate level of mathematical maturity. In addition to supporting the development of precise use of mathematical language, CMP supports students in developing precision in their presentation of arguments. The series of questions in a problem pushes students to think more deeply and to articulate more clearly their solutions and the processes by which they reached these solutions. A regular feature of the CMP student materials is the Mathematical Reflections (MR) pages that occur at the end of each investigation. The MR pages consist of a set of questions that help students synthesize and organize their understandings of important concepts and strategies. After thinking about the questions and sketching their own ideas, students discuss the questions with their teacher and classmates, and then write a summary of their findings. Throughout program; for examples see: Samples and Populations (Inv. 2, 3); Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 2, 4); Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 3)
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Standards for Mathematical Practices 7. Look for and make use of structure. The CMP materials were designed to build mathematics in ways that illuminate and make use of mathematical structure. In grade 6, for example, students examine data tables and look for patterns in the data, and they analyze numbers to determine their prime structure. In grade 7, students examine proportional reasoning situations of various kinds and develop tools for solving proportions. They examine the structure of algebraic expressions, algebraic operations, equations, and equation solving. In all grades, students see structure in measurement. They examine formulas, create algorithms for computation with rational numbers, and compare algorithms for scope of use and efficiency. In grade 8, students examine the structure of linear, exponential, and quadratic relationships. They examine graphical representations of functions and develop ways of solving equations of each kind. Although it is unusual to examine quadratic and exponential functions in middle school, the mathematical payoff for examining these three kinds of relationships is very great. Linearity is amazingly complex for students. The contrast with two other kinds of functions helps students understand the structure of a function and to see what is revealed about the function through its structure. Throughout program; for examples see: Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 3); Say It With Symbols (Inv. 1); Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5); Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5); Samples and Populations (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4); Frogs, Fleas, and Painted Cubes (Inv. 1, 3, 4) 8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. The CMP curriculum was developed expressly to engage students in making sense of mathematics, in seeing regularity, in learning to apply strategies and tools developed in one context to a very different problem context, in seeking mathematical connections, and in recognizing and using powerful mathematical ways of thinking and reasoning. The materials provide repeated opportunities for students to examine mathematical situations, presented in a context or in mathematical form, and to look for connections to previous problems and previous solution strategies. Students are aided in seeing opportunities to use strategies previously used to solve a problem in order to solve a new problem that looks on the surface to be very different. This kind of thinking and reasoning about solving problems promotes a view of mathematics as connected in many different ways, rather than as an endless set of problems to be solved and forgotten. The CMP teacher materials tell how to create a learning environment that promotes student-tostudent discourse around mathematics. The problems are written to be engaging to students in the middle grades and to encourage the development of mathematical thinking and reasoning. Even the titles of the materials express the importance the authors place on making connections–all kinds of mathematics connections. Noting such connections is fundamental in seeing mathematics as a connected whole rather than an endless string of algorithms or processes to be learned. Throughout program; for examples see: Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
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IMPLEMENTING THE COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS



Meeting the Common Core State Standards with Connected Mathematics 2 (CMP2)



Common Core State Standards Grade 8



The Number System Know that there are numbers that are not rational, and approximate them by rational numbers. 8.NS.1 Understand informally that every number has a decimal expansion; the rational numbers are those with decimal expansions that terminate in 0s or eventually repeat. Know that other numbers are called irrational.



Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 4)



8.NS.2 Use rational approximations of irrational numbers to compare the size of irrational numbers, locate them approximately on a number line diagram, and estimate the value of expressions (e.g., p2). For



Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 4)



example, by truncating the decimal expansion of "2, show that "2 is between 1 and 2, then between 1.4 and 1.5, and explain how to continue on to get better approximations.



Expressions and Equations



Work with radicals and integer exponents. 8.EE.1 Know and apply the properties of integer exponents to generate equivalent numerical expressions. For example, 32 × 3–5 = 3–3 = 1/33 = 1/27.



Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 5)



8.EE.2 Use square root and cube root symbols to represent solutions to equations of the form x2 = p and x3 = p, where p is a positive rational number. Evaluate square roots of small perfect squares and cube roots of small perfect cubes. Know that "2 is irrational.



Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 2, 3, 4)



CCSS Investigation 1: Exponents



CCSS Investigation 1: Exponents



8.EE.3 Use numbers expressed in the form of a single digit times an integer power of 10 to estimate very large or very small quantities, and to express how many times as much one is than the other. For example, estimate the population of the United States as 3 × 108 and the population of the world as 7 × 109, and determine that the world population is more than 20 times larger.



Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 1 ACE 39–40, Inv. 2 ACE 15–17, Inv. 4 ACE 8, Inv. 5 ACE 56–60)



8.EE.4 Perform operations with numbers expressed in scientific notation, including problems where both decimal and scientific notation are used. Use scientific notation and choose units of appropriate size for measurements of very large or very small quantities (e.g., use millimeters per year for seafloor spreading). Interpret scientific notation that has been generated by technology.



Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 5 ACE 56, 57, 60)
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Meeting the Common Core State Standards with Connected Mathematics 2 (CMP2)



Common Core State Standards Grade 8



Understand the connections between proportional relationships, lines, and linear equations. 8.EE.5 Graph proportional relationships, interpreting the unit rate as the slope of the graph. Compare two different proportional relationships represented in different ways. For example, compare a distance-time graph to a distance-time equation to determine which of two moving objects has greater speed.



Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 2)



8.EE.6 Use similar triangles to explain why the slope m is the same between any two distinct points on a non-vertical line in the coordinate plane; derive the equation y = mx for a line through the origin and the equation y = mx + b for a line intercepting the vertical axis at b.



Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 2)



CCSS Investigation 2: Functions



CCSS Investigation 2: Functions



Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear equations. 8.EE.7 Solve linear equations in one variable.



Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 2)



8.EE.7.a Give examples of linear equations in one variable with one solution, infinitely many solutions, or no solutions. Show which of these possibilities is the case by successively transforming the given equation into simpler forms, until an equivalent equation of the form x = a, a = a, or a = b results (where a and b are different numbers).



CCSS Investigation 2: Functions



8.EE.7.b Solve linear equations with rational number coefficients, including equations whose solutions require expanding expressions using the distributive property and collecting like terms.



Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 2)



8.EE.8 Analyze and solve pairs of simultaneous linear equations.



The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 2, 3, 4)



8.EE.8.a Understand that solutions to a system of two linear equations in two variables correspond to points of intersection of their graphs, because points of intersection satisfy both equations simultaneously.



The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 2, 3, 4)



8.EE.8.b Solve systems of two linear equations in two variables algebraically, and estimate solutions by graphing the equations. Solve simple cases by inspection. For example, 3x + 2y = 5 and 3x + 2y = 6 have no solution because 3x + 2y cannot simultaneously be 5 and 6.



The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 1 ACE 56–57, Inv. 2, 3, 4)



Say It With Symbols (Inv. 1, 2, 3)
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Say It With Symbols (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4)



IMPLEMENTING THE COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS



Meeting the Common Core State Standards with Connected Mathematics 2 (CMP2)



Common Core State Standards Grade 8 8.EE.8.c Solve real-world and mathematical problems leading to two linear equations in two variables. For example, given coordinates for two pairs of points, determine whether the line through the first pair of points intersects the line through the second pair.



The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 2, 3, 4)



Functions Define, evaluate, and compare functions. 8.F.1 Understand that a function is a rule that assigns to each input exactly one output. The graph of a function is the set of ordered pairs consisting of an input and the corresponding output.



CCSS Investigation 2: Functions



NOTE: Function notation is not required in Grade 8. 8.F.2 Compare properties of two functions each represented in a different way (algebraically, graphically, numerically in tables, or by verbal descriptions). For example, given a linear function represented by a table of values and a linear function represented by an algebraic expression, determine which function has the greater rate of change.



Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 1)



8.F.3 Interpret the equation y = mx + b as defining a linear function, whose graph is a straight line; give examples of functions that are not linear. For example, the function A = s2 giving the area of a square as a function of its side length is not linear because its graph contains the points (1,1), (2,4) and (3,9), which are not on a straight line.



Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 2, 3)



Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 1 ACE 25–26, 38, 47) Frogs, Fleas and Painted Cubes (Inv. 2, 3, 4) Say It With Symbols (Inv. 2)



Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 5) The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 3, 4) Say It With Symbols (Inv. 4)



Use functions to model relationships between quantities. 8.F.4 Construct a function to model a linear relationship between two quantities. Determine the rate of change and initial value of the function from a description of a relationship or from two (x, y) values, including reading these from a table or from a graph. Interpret the rate of change and initial value of a linear function in terms of the situation it models, and in terms of its graph or a table of values.



Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 1, 2)



8.F.5 Describe qualitatively the functional relationship between two quantities by analyzing a graph (e.g., where the function is increasing or decreasing, linear or nonlinear). Sketch a graph that exhibits the qualitative features of a function that has been described verbally.



Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 2)



The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 3, 4) Say It With Symbols (Inv. 4)



Growing, Growing, Growing (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4) Frogs, Fleas and Painted Cubes (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4) Say It With Symbols (Inv. 4)
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Meeting the Common Core State Standards with Connected Mathematics 2 (CMP2)



Common Core State Standards Grade 8



Geometry Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software. 8.G.1 Verify experimentally the properties of rotations, reflections, and translations:



Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)



8.G.1.a Lines are taken to lines, and line segments to line segments of the same length.



Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)



8.G.1.b Angles are taken to angles of the same measure.



Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)



8.G.1.c Parallel lines are taken to parallel lines.



Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)



8.G.2 Understand that a two-dimensional figure is congruent to another if the second can be obtained from the first by a sequence of rotations, reflections, and translations; given two congruent figures, describe a sequence that exhibits the congruence between them.



Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 3)



8.G.3 Describe the effect of dilations, translations, rotations, and reflections on two-dimensional figures using coordinates.



Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 2 ACE 24–25, 32, Inv. 5)



8.G.4 Understand that a two-dimensional figure is similar to another if the second can be obtained from the first by a sequence of rotations, reflections, translations, and dilations; given two similar two-dimensional figures, describe a sequence that exhibits the similarity between them.



CCSS Investigation 4: Geometry Topics



8.G.5 Use informal arguments to establish facts about the angle sum and exterior angle of triangles, about the angles created when parallel lines are cut by a transversal, and the angle-angle criterion for similarity of triangles. For example, arrange three copies of the same triangle so that the sum of the three angles appears to form a line, and give an argument in terms of transversals why this is so.



CCSS Investigation 4: Geometry Topics



CCSS Investigation 3: Transformations



CCSS Investigation 3: Transformations



CCSS Investigation 3: Transformations



CCSS Investigation 3: Transformations



CCSS Investigation 3: Transformations



Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem. 8.G.6 Explain a proof of the Pythagorean Theorem and its converse.



Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 3)



8.G.7 Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown side lengths in right triangles in real-world and mathematical problems in two and three dimensions.



Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 3, 4)
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IMPLEMENTING THE COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS



Meeting the Common Core State Standards with Connected Mathematics 2 (CMP2)



Common Core State Standards Grade 8 8.G.8 Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to find the distance between two points in a coordinate system.



Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 2, 3)



Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume of cylinders, cones, and spheres. 8.G.9 Know the formulas for the volumes of cones, cylinders, and spheres and use them to solve real-world and mathematical problems.



Kaleidoscopes, Hubcaps, and Mirrors (Inv. 1 ACE 47–49, Inv. 2 ACE 28, Inv. 3 ACE 24) Looking For Pythagoras (Inv. 3 ACE 18–22, 25, 26, Inv. 4 ACE 57–58) Say It With Symbols (Inv. 1 ACE 55, Inv. 3 ACE 41, Inv. 4 ACE 39) CCSS Investigation 4: Geometry Topics



Statistics and Probability Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data. 8.SP.1 Construct and interpret scatter plots for bivariate measurement data to investigate patterns of association between two quantities. Describe patterns such as clustering, outliers, positive or negative association, linear association, and nonlinear association.



Samples and Populations (Inv. 4)



8.SP.2 Know that straight lines are widely used to model relationships between two quantitative variables. For scatter plots that suggest a linear association, informally fit a straight line, and informally assess the model fit by judging the closeness of the data points to the line.



Samples and Populations (Inv. 4)



8.SP.3 Use the equation of a linear model to solve problems in the context of bivariate measurement data, interpreting the slope and intercept. For example, in a linear model for a biology experiment, interpret a slope of 1.5 cm/hr as meaning that an additional hour of sunlight each day is associated with an additional 1.5 cm in mature plant height.



The Shapes of Algebra (Inv. 2, 3)



8.SP.4 Understand that patterns of association can also be seen in bivariate categorical data by displaying frequencies and relative frequencies in a two-way table. Construct and interpret a twoway table summarizing data on two categorical variables collected from the same subjects. Use relative frequencies calculated for rows or columns to describe possible association between the two variables. For example, collect data from students in your class on whether or not they have a curfew on school nights and whether or not they have assigned chores at home. Is there evidence that those who have a curfew also tend to have chores?



CCSS Investigation 5: Categorical Data
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Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 2)



Thinking With Mathematical Models (Inv. 1, 2)
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